TABLE TALK – APRIL 2020

What A Change One Month Brings
It was only a matter of around four weeks ago when I wrote in the March Table
Talk about the possibility of playing Rubber Bridge matches in our own homes
while we were unable to play bridge at the club. That seemed a good idea at
the time and I had had some interest from club members.
Then along came Level 4, Social Distancing, staying at home, in one’s own
bubble. Did that mean starvation from bridge? For many of our members,
unfortunately, that has been “yes” as not many of us can count four bridge
players in our bubble! However, there has been a saving grace for some of us,
the internet and in particular Bridge Base Online (BBO).
There is the opportunity there to play private matches with three other
people, to bid hands with your partner, play with a Robot ( you can even tell
such a player off without fear of retribution!) or play in the excellent twice
daily mainly Pairs sessions organised and run by Patrick Carter and the
Auckland Bridge Club. If you want to know more about these or about Bridge
Base Online, you can contact me….or, I am sure, Kevin Birch, Chris Glyde, Lynne
Geursen or Carol De Luca. I have not asked these people if they will help you
but I am sure they will or at least will point you in the direction of someone who
can.
My only experience in playing against a Franklin player in one of these sessions
was three boards against Bev Henton where partner and I achieved three
complete or close to bottoms! Sweet memories, not!

However, before we move on, congratulations to Bev who just before the
temporary shut-down had earned enough master-points to become a Grand
Master.

Our new Grand Master
Cancellation of Franklin Restricted Pairs Saturday April 26th
It goes without saying that this event has to be cancelled. The possibility of
bridge at the club in the near future seems very unlikely with government
announcements in the next week or so to give us some idea as to how long we
will all be in lock-down.
No Bridge does not mean No Table Talk
Naturally, we will find plenty about which to talk. You would expect that
knowing we have our “super sleuth”, otherwise known as Maureen Nelson
with ears out there to discover what everyone is up to…and without leaving

her own home. Actually, that last statement needs to be challenged as a little
story coming up will confirm.
So, what have our club members been up to in these stay-at-home days?
Starting with Maureen who has been phoning around many club members,
especially those living alone. Thanks to Maureen and also other club members
who would have been doing the same. You may be physically alone for now
but, rest assured, there will be members of our club doing what they can to
keep an eye on you. That’s all part of being members of a successful club, not
just at the bridge table but in caring for our members. Maureen also comments
that some of our members are not well at present. If that is you, on behalf of
all members, we hope you have better times soon. We believe that all club
members are virus-free. Hopefully, it stays that way.
Coping with “Self Isolation”
“Turkey Mince” Recipes needed up the Awhitu
Linda Thornton's "bubble" is larger than most. She and Steve have 8 people
living on their farm high up on the Awhitu Peninsula. One of them happens to
be a chef, which is very useful. Linda said they had bought a meat grinder just
before lockdown and were culling the turkeys. Anyone have a good recipe for
large quantities of turkey mince?
Drinking Together but Apart
Ann and Jock Anderson have a large and lovely garden. One fine summer
evening, they met the neighbours for drinks. No, not the pre-lockdown sort of
drinks, everyone looking lovely on the lawn, but a meeting at their common
boundary” down the back” and BYO.

Jock Anderson practising both being a good neighbour and Social Distancing at
the same time. It really does not look too hard an ask.
Ann described it as “her bubble having drinks”. “Bubbly, perhaps?”
More from Onewhero
Sometimes, though, Ann is drinking alone, or she thinks so. How else can you
explain this comment from Ann?
“I think lockdown is getting to me. Jock has brought in my gin glass from the
gate post. I must have put it down while I was walking around the garden last
evening. “
Just up the road from Ann is Madeline who is enjoying practising her piano.
She did comment that on a recent still autumn evening, she heard her
neighbour playing Scottish laments on his bagpipes. Very ethereal and
lovely….and we believe that that was not Ann. Bagpipe playing is not, we
believe, one of her talents….or is it?
Social Distancing for a Monarch…
Why, butterflies, of course. That is the nearest we have had to royalty at our
bridge club!
Maureen and several other club members have been raising monarch
butterflies. Maureen has been raising hers in her garage. It's been a tough year

for monarchs with lots of predators. Caterpillars are eating machines. The
monarchs who survive find somewhere quiet to turn themselves into
chrysalises, mostly on a branch of a swan plant.
“Self- Isolation” Butterfly style

This fellow in Maureen's garage had walked about 5 metres across the floor to
self-isolate -- that's a long way for a little caterpillar.
Shopping On-line and in Pukekohe
Some nice quotes from club members:
“My daughter got two carrots and two bananas. I on the other hand have
enough bananas to feed a zoo.”
“I was alerted to the fact that something was wrong when the total of my
order was calculated. Looked back to find I'd ordered 10kg of ham, not
100gm. This was a lot for someone who lives alone!
“I've got lots of garlic as the supermarket shopper mistook the decimal point.”
I bet you smell really nice!

Have you noticed that at Pak 'n' Save Pukekohe, there is a sign up at the
entrance saying” Please help/encourage our elderly (70+) to go straight to the
front of the queue? Be kind"
(There could be no-one at the front of the queue as those in the 70+ brigade are
supposed to be at home..or is everyone heading to the front?)
Without bridge on our mind, there is always…Booze!
“I may have to go to the supermarket this week, as my wine cellar is down to

one pinot noir, one sauvignon blanc and about a teaspoon of gin (I have tonic
for Africa). “Any guesses who said this?
Chef Jim Buckland was thinking he might have to go, too, as he needed a bottle
of port for a duck-and-port recipe. He further reported that he'd made some
delicious little pies, but had had difficulty finding a template to cut the pastry
lids the right size. A saucer was too big . . . . The attachment for his drill which
holds a sanding disc turned to be exactly right. He popped it into a plastic bag,
drew his pastry circles and returned the disc to his toolbox.”
“What on earth are people doing panic-buying bottled water? If for any reason
the water supply gets turned off, I'll raid Peter's wine cellar and brush my teeth
in sauvignon blanc.”

For turning water into wine but for toothpaste swilling?
Some Culture, at last! Maureen to the rescue. As the days wear on, lots of us
are running out of library books. Margaret Gardiner and Maureen Nelson share
the same taste in books, and on a fine morning they each sanitised a
book, placed it in a plastic bag, and walked towards each other, meeting near
the old Indian Hall.

Margaret and Dave on their way to the book dropping point…obviously a clandestine
operation as they are well disguised with dark glasses.

Glasses
Who mentioned them? Who needs them? The answer is “I do.” Especially
when I am reading and my bridge hands always look bigger when I have them
on as well. This makes the following story all the more troublesome.
We live on tank water and during the summer months are constantly checking
our tank to ensure we have enough. Finally, recently, the rains came and my
wife, Kath, said we had plenty of water. I still thought I would check. For the
first time in 32 years, I did not stand on top of the water tank to lift the cover
off..and for the first time in 32 years, the cover slid into the water! So, there
was I trying to catch the cover, which had sunk to the bottom, with a tree
pruner (a very handy tool for this purpose if you ever lose your lid!)I almost
succeeded in catching it and bringing it up, too, but it was too heavy…but that
was not the worst of it as I had not realised that my glasses were where they
should not be, on top of my head!
I said “were” because, as you must be beginning to suspect, they are now
somewhere near the old cover at the bottom of the tank.

My very long-suffering wife managed to find a new lid though the wait for new
glasses must continue until the opticians reopen after shut-down or a kind club
member volunteers to dive into my tank! (I have a feeling I have exhausted
even Maureen’s good nature!).

Without supplying you with goggles, I could not bring you a picture of
the submerged cover or the glasses but I can show you the lovely view from the
top of the tank.
Before you feel too sorry for the writer, he does, fortunately, have a second pair
on dry land!
“PJs” in Pukekohe
Over to Maureen to tell this in her own words:

“On Day 1 of lockdown, I vowed to walk every day for the duration. Quite
unheard of for me, as I'm very lazy when it comes to exercise, but at time of
writing I've walked 20 days in a row. I get to the end of our little cul-de-sac
and then decide which direction I'm going to go.
I've been wearing my faded old floral jeans:

very comfortable. Early one sunny morning I added a baggy old pink t-shirt and
thought "I really must chuck this old t-shirt out". And off I went. Walked for
half an hour, and was heading back up Victoria Street and stopped at the
intersection with Helvetia Road, usually a busy road, but not these days. There
are 2 compulsory stops there and The Palms Rest Home is visible just along to
the left. Just as I reached the compulsory stop, so did a laden Balle Bros. truck
and trailer. So, I walked a few steps towards The Palms and waited to cross.

A police car pulled up alongside me, and the truck started uphill through the
compulsory stop -- very noisy. The policeman rolled down his passenger
window, smiled and went to speak to me. I said "Sorry I can't hear you, I'm a
bit deaf and that truck is really noisy." "Don't worry," he said, "I'll get
out.". Which he did -- flak jacket and all, put his mask on and came and stood
beside me on the footpath.
"Are you ok?" he said. "Sure, I've nearly finished my walk and I'm heading for
home" I replied. He chatted for a moment or two, then said . . . . . . .
"Ok, I can see you're fine. It's just that someone has phoned the police station
and said that an elderly lady, walking alone in her pyjamas, has just gone past
their house."
He went on to say that” Of course we're quite near The Palms . . . . . .", but he
was glad I was fine. I thanked him very much and we went our separate ways.
2 things
a) I obviously need to be better dressed when I go out for my walk.
b) isn't it lovely that someone thought to call in (it's possible they saw
"Sunday" on TV! on Sunday night, which had a long report about Brian
McClennan's Dad (rugby league) walking out of his rest home and
disappearing.
Community spirit is alive and well in Pukekohe.”
Let’s Salute the Workers
Gary and Tricia Logan, whose pharmacy has been run off their feet. They have
been grateful to several of our members for baking dropped into the pharmacy
and for kind words and thoughts by email from others. Thanks, Gary and Trish
for being there for all those who need your services and certainly appreciate
your being there.
Remember we play….Bridge
I cannot leave you without a piece about bridge. I hope some of you have been
reading the daily articles I am posting on the front page of the New Zealand
Bridge website. The story I told on 1st April was of an extraordinary deal and
series of bids which occurred one session at our bridge club some 25 years ago
and which I wrote up as the weekly hand in the Franklin County News.
I think it is worth repeating here:
Here is your hand and the bidding sequence so far:

♠632
♥ J 10 8 4
♦AK64
♣92
West

North

4 NT
6 NT

Pass
?

East
2♠
5♦

South
Pass
Pass

2 showed a 6 card-suit, 11-14 hcp with 5 one ace (that is “ace” not “key
card”). So, do you double what seems to be the final contract…or don’t you?
If you passed 6NT, was it because:
• you were assured that you were going to beat the contract (you are
playing Pairs if that makes a difference) or because
• you had not realised you were on lead or because
• you had gone off to get a cup of coffee. (Do not answer which!)
At the table, North, Joan Graham, was alive and alert to the situation and
reckoned she could collect 200 instead of 100 by doubling. Oh dear! One of the
opponents twigged to what Joan, North, might be holding and decided to do
something about it.
That was none other than Arie Geursen who was sitting West. So, he decided
to make East (Grant Jarvis) the declarer because if there was an AK missing,
they must be in the North hand … and South might make a wrong guess on
opening lead.
It is time to introduce you to the hero of this deal, our Patron, Nelda Wormald
who was sitting South. She soon found herself on lead to 7 x (doubled by
Joan, of course) with a hand which you would think would not cause you
problems.
The other interesting fact is that it was Arie in the West seat (“I got us into this
mess. Let me see if I can get us out of it!”) who bid 7, the only way he could
get his partner to be declarer. Look at the number of spades West held!

Great bid, Arie….Grant would have been happy, too…had
it not been for Nelda.
East Deals
Both Vul

♠—
♥AK73
♦Q752
♣AKQJ8

♠632
♥ J 10 8 4
♦AK64
♣92
N
W

E
S

♠AKQJ97
♥Q
♦J83
♣764

♠ 10 8 5 4
♥9652
♦ 10 9
♣ 10 5 3

So, which suit would you have led against 7x? Nelda found a wonderful
reason for getting the answer right. “Diamonds could be the suit which had the
biggest potential gain! Just say that partner held the ace and king. I could get a
ruff too!”

We do not know if Joan gave just a little smile when the opening lead was
made but it was not long before three rounds of diamonds had soon yielded
three tricks and +800 for the defence. Grant had come to the party admirably
for their partner in the trump suit but had let Arie down rather badly with his
diamond holding.
So, was it right to double 6NT? Too right it was, as long as your partner was as
shrewd as Nelda Wormald.
So, was your score +100 (you will win many events in the future without stress)
+ 800 (you do have a good partner!) or
-2470 (keep trying. One day partner will make a good lead)
Nelda is still making very good leads. I know to my cost!
While it would be nice to hope that we could be playing back at the Club in
early May, chances are that next Monday’s government will not see that
happening. So, we will be back in May with some more stories which
Maureen’s super-wide ears have picked up and maybe one or two from on-line
bridge. However, please share with either Maureen or myself any nice or
amusing stories you have had in the last few weeks. Sharing good and amusing
events is good therapy for us all.

Richard Solomon

ph 232 8494

rksolomon@xtra.co.nz

